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Around one year ago...
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Crowdsourcing lessons learned

Let’s ask lessons learned to those who are learning
(…but also to those who aren’t)

I crowdsourced this presentation!

Asked to share learned lessons

20 participants
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you get a lot of 
data, but not 
necessarily good 
quality data

you need many filters to 
make sure that you get the 
reliable participants and 
filter out the unreliable 
ones.anyone 

willing to pay 
can use it

uncontrolled 
conditions (a 
free for all 
scenario) I don’t know what factors actually 

crept into the experiment when 
people participated in the
crowd sourcing test... Particular 
attention to experiments conditions 
that vary

easy to post-process 
data and reject people 
based on some 
criteria...

large no. of observers possible 
(typically not the case with lab
studies)...good for statistical 
reasons

The most important thing I learned 
is that it could be a very effective tool 
but you have to be extremely careful 
when designing the experiment



Crowdsourcing lessons learned
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Easy in theory, hard in practice

 Devil is in the detail: small things can ruin your experiment 
(i.e. Web page rendering)

 Prepare it, test it by yourself, but especially test it with 
local participants
 You can’t imagine how they will use your interface!

 You can’t see the result and participants as in lab experiments
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≠



in order to run CS

Many labs have their own engine
…but unfeasible to link them
together

 Many frameworks available

 Incompatibilities

 Long process (lack of time)

 ...

Framework needed
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 Output from the summer school



Highly rewarding if well prepared

Bigger investment in terms of 
preparation

...but once ready and tested, is 
very powerful and relatively easy
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Participants

Time

Lab

CS

Δt_lab Δt_CS

“You have a large numbers 
of participants, and this is 
statistically useful”

“Can be very effective”



Main problem: it’s uncontrolled

Different hardware and user context

...but especially the crowd!

Some outliers are not bad people

 Instructions are important!

 Simple questions
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“You get a lot of data, but not necessarily 
good quality data”

“You have to ask them 
explicitely to stay quiet 
in front of the camera, 
switch on the lights, …”

“Keep it simple”



However...
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Outliers can be «easily» found

 Honeypots

 Rewards

 Motivation, gamification

 Loyalty programs

“Easy to post-process data 
and reject people based on 
some criteria”

“You can select your workers 
and care about them as 

virtual employees”

“You need many filters to 
make sure that you get the 

reliable participants and filter 
out the unreliable ones”



Demographic unbalances
Mainly due to economical unbalances

Can be an important issue
i.e. Experiments including 
cultural dependent factors

Issues with targets

 Harder to reach people from «rich» countries

 Hard to reach different typologies of people
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“Many demographics are 
highly unlikely”



And many more lessons...

It’s limited, not every experiment is possible

And you have to take care about different platforms
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“You completely loose the emotional power 
of the contents”

“It is very crucial to understand the small 
letters in Crowdsourcing”

“Is it only a trend?”



In the end: we learned a lot

A lot of useful lessons have been reported

Join the efforts and write some common guidelines is 
definitely an important point
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Thank you for your 
attention


